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I have noticed over the years a lot of people have made a hobby in their lives to find and 

present themselves as supressed somehow.  
 

For example we have feminists who pretend they live in a repressive society because someone 

looked at them with a horny look (how you can look at hairy whales who spaz like fish and smell 

like trash cans I do not know) and therefore we have the term of Eye Rape. So now looking at 

these atricious individuals you can be accused of Eye Raping feminist cows. 

 
I have seen time and time again the Communists pretending to be persecuted. They run parties, 

they have offices, they demonstrate, and rot whole nations down from within. In all walks of life 

they are promoted. Yet they imagine still they are supressed. Commies run with bags of weed 

and fry their brain while making cartels rich, and if police dares to punish them for it (how many 

guys can you name that went to jail for weed...) they say it's a political thing. As if all Academia 

wasn't Communist or Leftist. 
 

Then you have the Jesus Freaks. Satan is lord of this world and the law of the money. Yet 

Satan doesn't have a proper temple in the world that he "owns" and sponsors. This Satan also 

attacks and chases down their souls of pious christians, who have devoted their life to an 

otherwise all powerful, universal creator, jewish being. Last time I checked the "God of money" 

and the "God of this world" just has a few archeological remains of temples. And the Jeboo 

Freaks have like tens or hundreds of thousands of Christian temples. They are the spiritual 

people who spend all their lives uhm, doing nothing spiritual. A random devil is out to get them 

and if their milk spills, it's the devil's fault. They own the planet, the political class, they own the 

very values in which the whole parts of very recent civilization is built upon, and all the Goyim 

Slaves are named from the bible. Yet somehow they are so under fire, because their clergy and 

their pastors come out to be as pedophiles for example. But this is not due to the fact of their 

own religion, regime, or criminality. It is Satan's fault. And they are very persecuted. 
 

About Jewish Persecution, let's not conversate. They literally own and abuse a whole planet, 

and if some CRITICISM comes at them, it's the end of the world. To question them or their 

LEGAL persecution can land you in jail or get you killed. To oppose them has been a repeated 

death sentence for politicians such as even JFK. The most "persecuted" of all groups. Do you in 

anyway even THINK against them? Story goes a kike created the universe out of it's hairy ass 

and it will torment you eternally for it. This later became law to now if you think against them, 

you are in for a gulag, the only think that spares you is that they do not quite know it yet.  
 

Instead of persecution and repression being actual and true things, and for the world to protect 

those who are persecuted and the unrightfully repressed, we have all the parasites and the 

mentally ill claiming persecuted status.  
 

This facilitates society into a dictatorship and into a full collapsation of civilization. As for the 

method, look no further than the Europeam Union. It is collapsing under the weight of it's own 

kike "Soros Mix Breeding Philogoyimry" sorry I mean "Philanthropy". But firing some 

Philanthropic Rockets on Syria that is a good thing, we can extract Philanthropic Oil from it, and 

we can create Philanthropic visions come True such as Greater Israel. A place for the only 
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Humans (Anthropic) to live in. 
 

After all they are persecuted aren't they? And supressed? The bible says so. So, they have a 

right to rape, kill, and make nations go extinct.  
 

This is the power of being "persecuted" and no wonder many people on the planet seek that 

status. "I grew up in Zambia without an iPhone 15, please take me in Europe for free gurbs". 

And of course we are in 2018: everyone is equal now, says Rabbi Shekelstein writting a little 

note (when it comes to stealing from productive whites and only until they are extinct, because 

remember goy, the Talmud says this iPhone 15 belongs to the jews really as the blood and 

wealth of all Nations, but since we need Black Goyim for a mission we will borrow them an 

iPhone 15 we have stolen from Whitey. EasyPeazy.) 
 

Meanwhile many poor European families do not have shoes to wear at all in otherwise 

"financially good" Nations. They cannot, in other way, partake into what their ancestors literally 

built for them. Yet a random jew or a random parasite can come, claim opressed status, and be 

given a house, or a car that another has labored for a decade. Redistributing the whole nation to 

aliens who didn't build 1 brick in said nation ever in their existence. Only to steal all of it later 

after the natives are weakened enough.  
 

This is the jew and their sense of "Justice".  

 

There you have it- "your Justice". The justice of the thieves, and the oppressed. Be oppressed 

enough to benefit accordingly. 
 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  
More will follow soon. 

 
 
- http://www.joyofsatan.org 

- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 

- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 

- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 
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